
Morning Chestnuts,

Welcome back for Summer term! We are two thirds of the way through Year 3 and while we never 

imagined this is how we would be learning, we are going to take in all in our stride. 

I hope you have had a lovely time safe at home during the Easter Spring holidays. As I write this I 

am eating mini-eggs! How I would love to hear what you have been up to!

We are going to continue our learning at home as we were doing before the holidays. Just like 

before, if you need to ask me anything or just want to tell me anything, you can contact me with the 

help of an adult through Twitter or my e-mail. 

Much love, 

Miss Mc



Morning all,

Welcome to Summer term! I do hope you have all made it through the holidays in one piece. 

Perhaps you maintained a routine, perhaps you embraced a little more freedom brought by the time 

off. Today, the start of a new term would usually be filled with children’s chatter. I would hear 

all about their time off and the special things the children have been doing so today is going to be 

a particularly quiet one for me.  

Nevertheless we move forward with home learning in a similar way as before. There are still a 

huge number of online resources available if you have access, so as previously, adapt your daily 

timetable to fit in what works best for you as a family. 

I am available via Twitter or email if you have any queries, questions or simply an update.

@TheOaksCPChnut

@TheOaksCP

Much love, 

Miss Mc

laura.mcintosh@theoaks.cheshire.sch.uk

mailto:laura.mcintosh@theoaks.cheshire.sch.uk


Week 3 English Task Maths Task

Monday 20
th

NFER Reading Comprehension Booklets 

‘A  Day When Frogs Wear Shoes’

Collins Busy Ant Maths p30 - Column Addition 

(2) 

Challenge 1 and 2

I can add 3-digit numbers.

I can estimate. 

Tuesday 21
st

Choose and complete an activity from 

the Reading Activities sheet.

Collins Busy Ant Maths p30 - Column Addition 

(2) 

Challenge 3

I can add 3-digit numbers.

I can estimate. 

Wednesday 22
nd

‘Lighthouse Keeper’ diary writing task. Collins Busy Ant Maths p32 - Column

Subtraction (1) 

Challenge 1 and 2

I can subtract 3-digit numbers.

I can estimate. 

Thursday 23
rd

‘Lighthouse Keeper’ diary writing task 

continued.

Collins Busy Ant Maths p32 - Column

Subtraction (1) 

Challenge 3

I can subtract 3-digit numbers.

I can estimate. 

Friday 24
th

Pupil Anthology p30-33 ‘Colour Waves’ Complete any unfinished tasks from 

Mon-Thurs or make your own 

calculations, mixed addition and 

subtraction.



English - I can answer questions about a text to show my comprehension.

Using your NFER booklets (reading one has sunflowers on the front and the 

answer booklet is turquoise) read pages 7-10 (sunflower cover) ‘A  day when 

frogs wear shoes’. Then answer the questions (turquoise cover) on pages 12-15. 

(You may write in this book) 

You should read the text through more than once to make sure you understand 

it and check any unknown words with an adult, you could use dictionary.com 

to help. 

Follow the instructions to answer the questions, check the text as you go. 



English - I can answer questions about a text to show my comprehension.

Top tips for parents -

 Remember, this is day one back in a more formal style of learning after a 

relaxed routine or two weeks totally off. If your child is a little out of 

practice or ‘rusty’ then that is perfectly normal. I try not to take it personally 

and remind myself they will adapt quickly and tomorrow will be easier!

 Read the text more than once and discuss any unknown words or phrases.

 If your child is particularly interested in the 

simile used in this story, why not search 

online or in other stories for similes.



Maths - I can add 3 digit numbers using the formal written column method.

I can estimate the answer to a calculation. 

Collins Busy Ant Maths p30 (Paper for those without text books)

- Column Addition (2)

Challenges 1 and 2. 

Look at the example in the green box to remind yourself how to lay out column 

method. Use HTO at the top if that helps you. One digit per square in your blue 

home learning books. 

When you estimate your answer, look at the two numbers carefully and remember 

you are adding. 

Remember if you should need to exchange, partition the number and write the 

digit clearly in the correct column and don’t forget to add it too when you move to 

that column. 



Maths - I can add 3 digit numbers using the formal written column method.

I can estimate the answer to a calculation. 

Top tips for parents -

 When we were at school we referred to units, they are now called ‘ones’ (I 

forget what units did wrong to lose the gig) calling them ones will help your 

child remember what we do at school. 

 Always start with the ones when using column method - you can’t remind 

them of this too often I find! 

 Estimates are a rough idea eg - Challenge 1 question a) 153 + 146 = a 

reasonable estimate would be a high 200s number (they don’t need to settle on 

one) your child might say “it will be more than two hundred because I can see 

1 in each of the hundreds columns, 5 tens and 4 tens is nearly 10 tens so it 

will be close to 300, like 290” 

 If you child knows the answer simply by glancing at the numbers try to draw 

out some of these reasoning statements by saying “I think it is going to be more 

than 300” etc and let them correct you (they love that). 

 When exchanging ones (carrying) children should write the number underneath 

where the answer goes in the correct column, full size numbers. 


